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20 YEARS OF NEWS AND VIEWS

Christina M. Frey

Chronicles of the “Chronicles”
As most readers are aware, during 2012 we’re
celebrating 20 years of publication. What
better way to celebrate our accomplishments
than by learning a little of the backstory
behind some of our long-running favourites?

“Cruiscin Lan” artist Wanda Waterman as Poet Maeve.

Last week marked the 200th strip of our
resident comic, “Chronicles of Cruiscin Lan.”
This week the artist, Wanda Waterman (who
also writes our “Mindful Bard” column and
several others) gives us a closer look into the
world of Cruiscin Lan.

What’s in a Name?
If you’re familiar with Irish folk music, you might recognize the name from the old drinking song. And it’s
apt: “‘Cruiscin Lan’ means “a full jug” in Irish Gaelic, meaning a full jug of Nancy Whiskey,” Wanda says.
“*It+ struck me as a good name for a crazy place where anything might happen.”
And just about anything does. While the setting itself is modelled on Wanda’s hometown of Bear River,
Nova Scotia, the mix of characters is unique to Cruiscin Lan—and that’s what brings the strip its charm. “I
wanted to include all the different accents and world views, and to have animals representing the
different ethnic groups, like in Walt Kelly’s Pogo,” Wanda explains. “I also wanted people mixing with the
animals, like in Berkeley Breathed’s Bloom County.”
Most of the characters fit a certain type—like “hippies, granola crunchers, revolutionaries, and right-wing
extremists,” she says—and the drama in their interaction brings both humour and social commentary.
Her favourite characters? “I identify with Poet Maeve, but I really get a kick out of Christy Minstrel and
Oober Oickle,” Wanda says. “And I adore Habibi Noor.” But she’s got a soft spot for the rest of the cast:
“I’m kind of in love with them all, for various reasons.”
Though most of the characters are typecast, one newer addition to Cruiscin Lan, Susan B. Wells, was
inspired by a friend of Wanda’s: “I decided to add a steampunk, a more recent development on the pop
culture horizon. Susan . . . is based in appearance on my dear friend, the artist Susan Malmstrom, who
happens to love all things steampunk and reflects it in her art.”
Time after Time
Wanda started drawing Cruiscin Lan in 2005 after years of looking for an artist to work with her written
strip ideas. “I’d been wanting to do comics for years,” she said, but she was unable to find the right artist
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partner. A new drawing program on her iMac made her dream possible—and the rest is Cruiscin Lan
history. She still uses Procreate Paint Pro today when designing the strip.
“Cruiscin Lan” has taken a few hiatuses over the past seven years. In 2008-2009, Wanda published a new
series, “The Interviewer.” “I wanted to do a more edgy strip . . . for a while,” she explains. “The
Interviewer” ran for about a year, and was followed by the popular and heart-rending “Sister Aurora.”
“Sister Aurora” was based on a play Wanda had written. It had been “commissioned by a local women’s
centre to raise awareness for Take Back the Night,” she says. “In the end the play never got produced
because the women at the centre thought it was too violent. I thought it would make a good strip, so I
went for it.”
Now and Later
Cruiscin Lan returned—with some layout changes—in 2010, and it’s not the only change long-time
readers may have noticed.
The focus and tone have shifted over time, but it “wasn’t really deliberate,” Wanda says. “The strip
changed as I changed, and even, in fact, as the world changed since 2005.”
As you’d expect. After all, like all good strips, Cruiscin Lan is a reflection of both the best and worst of our
own society.

DID YOU KNOW?

Project Gutenberg Canada

You’re probably aware of Project Gutenberg, an online resource which provides free
access to literary works that have passed into the public domain.
But did you know that there’s a Canadian equivalent, Project Gutenberg Canada?
The mission of Project Gutenberg Canada is to make freely available Canadian-specific
content that is in the public domain. In addition to fiction works by Canadian writers
and “non-fiction books on Canadian history, politics, and culture,” the online resource offers international
material that is considered public domain in Canada. And it won’t be limited to Canada’s official
languages; you’ll find works “in any language, as is appropriate for a country with Canada’s multicultural
makeup.”
In the future, Project Gutenberg plans to “launch a series of original translations” to add accessibility to its
collections.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH . . .

Wanda Waterman
Gescha, Part I
Gescha is a young Canadian hip hop artist
who has shared the stage with Tech9,
Classified, and Sweatshop Union, among
others. His single “Love Pirates” made #8 on
the Canadian singles sales charts the week it
debuted. After years of struggling with a selfdestructive lifestyle, Gescha now mentors
youth in an attempt to prevent others from
repeating his mistakes. His new album,
Crayon Politics, came out of his desire to
channel his personal pain in a positive way
through creative expression.

Lessons from the Early Years
My childhood had one foot placed in two separate worlds. Coming from an immigrant family but born to
this country, I witnessed the struggles and triumphs of building a life and family from nothing. I also
learned of the nature of a Canadian upbringing. While witnessing a clash of cultural traditions and moral
standards, my childhood experienced addictions, abuse, trauma, beauty, laughter—none of which I think
differs from a million other stories out there. My childhood was perfect in the way that it created the lens
in which I see the world today.
As a child I had taken piano lessons for few years, and that was enough to [give] me a foundation in
theory and the ability to read music when later as teen I began to take it more seriously.
My musical career began in high school with the creation of The Intelligentlemen, a rap crew involving
four emcees, two producers, and a DJ. We put out two records and an EP over the span of seven or eight
years together. We just recently took the time to work on our own projects over the last few years. We
started recording on tape decks over jacked beats in my parents’ basement and eventually got a little
digital recording unit and some production equipment. The rest is history.
A Weight Lifted
One of my favourite moments playing music would have been last year playing my CD release in
Saskatoon. It was the first time I had played the song “The Wind” live, the band had left the stage, and I
was alone on the keys, about to play a song that is very vulnerable and personal about my relationship
with my father. My mother was in the crowd, the first show of mine that she had attended in nearly a
decade, and my anxieties about playing this song live had built up over the past few weeks—not to
mention that the rehearsal for the track the night before had been a disaster.
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“A man’s errors are his
portals of discovery.”
James Joyce

But I put my fingers to the keys and all the weight was lifted. As the song
was coming to a close I looked into the crowd and noticed a number of
people crying. As a hip hop artist this was something I had never been
able to accomplish and I’d like to think it’s fairly rare for the genre, so
there was a sense of accomplishment!

Crayon Politics
“Crayon Politics” was actually a title for the song before it became a title for the album. The song was
written about racism and looking at the concept of “color” as being childish. The systemic racial issues
within institutions and governance fall under the same childish category. When it came to applying the
title to the entire album, I felt it was representative of
the diversity of the album, not just thinking of politics in
terms of democracy, neo-liberalism, or governance, but
the politics of life and the way our lives interact within a
political world.
Inspiration comes from the fact that art imitates life. I
walk around and live day to day and then songs come
out.
Rehearsals
I have two versions of my show, the band version and
the DJ version. The band version is pretty free-flowing;
often we end up adding new elements to the songs as
we are rehearsing, and the live show becomes an
evolution of the album. When rehearsing for the DJ
shows, DJ Known and I will typically go through the
tracks, find our drop points, and try to build a set that
will keep the energy high, mixing in some DJ showcasetype segments and [letting] him tear up the turntables
for a while.
To be continued . . .

Photo by Souldatta. Used with permission.

Wanda also penned the poems for the artist book They Tell My Tale to Children Now to Help Them to be Good, a
collection of meditations on fairy tales, illustrated by artist Susan Malmstrom.
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Freedom to Read
A lot of freedoms will arrive in the next few weeks. Freedom from
scraping ice off our windshields. Freedom to bask in the spring
sunshine and read. And an event called Freedom to Read Week,
which might just be the most important one of all—because our
literary freedoms aren’t as secure as we might think.
In general, North Americans enjoy a great deal of liberty when it
comes to reading—and writing—what we want. But the persistent
and growing challenges to that freedom cannot be ignored, no
matter how far-fetched Guy Montag’s dilemma might seem. A look
at some recent challenges shows why.
In an article on the 2009 list of challenges against Canada’s libraries,
a Toronto Star article notes that “the overall number of challenges to
library resources and policies more than quadrupled to 139 since the
[Canadian Library Association] started compiling a list in 2006.”
Although that sharp rise is partly due to entire series being challenged (each book in a series counts as a
separate challenge), the actual number of challenges is likely much higher than reported. That’s because
the list is based on voluntary submissions. No matter how many challenges a library receives, or what the
final decisions are, libraries aren’t required to report that info to the Canadian Library Association (CLA).
Perhaps the biggest surprise is a new trend in where those challenges came from. As a report on the CLA
site says, “the proportion of challenges reported in public libraries in 2009 was the lowest of the four
years.” So where were books being challenged? In school libraries, where challenges were “the highest of
the four years” surveyed.
And you might be startled by this fact: teaching assistants “initiated one-third of all 2009 challenges.”
As well, books and other reading material are routinely blocked from entry by the Canadian Border
Service Agency. (The Agency produces a quarterly list of prohibited and now-admissible titles.)
Some of these challenges and outright blocks are understandable. It’s within the bounds of reason to
expect that hate propaganda, child pornography, and the like should not be allowed on bookshelves or
blogs. But even texts that contain (by today’s standards) inappropriate views can be valuable when read
and taught in context.
Books like To Kill a Mockingbird, which speaks so beautifully about the evils of racism by portraying
characters that use the very same offensive words and views it combats. Unfortunately, it also happens to
be one of the most challenged books of all time.
And books like Hergé’s Tintin in the Congo, challenged in 2010. The book is a compilation of a Tintin comic
strip that first appeared in 1929, and reveals social beliefs considered generally acceptable at the time.
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What better way to teach students that it’s possible to create positive social change than by showing how
many stereotypes have been overcome in the past 80 years?
It’s key, of course, to remember that freedom works both ways. We must maintain the right to challenge
literature of all stripes—even the innocuous-sounding Chicken Soup for the Unsinkable Soul, another book
challenged in 2010.
But whether a book stays on the shelf or is deemed too offensive to remain, we can’t take its presence for
granted. Because that’s the surest way to lose our freedom to read.
S.D. Livingston is the author of several books, including the new suspense novel Kings of Providence. Visit her website for
information on her writing (and for more musings on the literary world!).

CHRONICLES OF CRUISCIN LAN

Wanda Waterman
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Back to Real Life
After a two-week vacation in Palm Spring, re-entry into my real life hasn’t been
easy. Though Alberta has had a very mild winter, there was still a 25-degree drop
in temperature between the time we boarded the WestJet flight and when we
landed just three hours later. There was mail to sift through, plants to water,
messages to return.
Our entire nuclear family was on vacation in a large rented house. A rental van
allowed all of us to travel together if we wanted to. We bought groceries at
Albertsons and cooked most of our meals ourselves. Two and a half year old
Grady had both freedom and structured routine. We used the pool and the hot
tub. We compromised and co-operated—and everyone is still on speaking terms!
A tram ride up the mountain, rounds of minigolf, feeding a giraffe at the Living
Desert Zoo, and go-kart rides were some of the planned events. Greg and Carrie
golfed many, many of the area’s beautiful courses. Our meals at Lulu California
Bistro and Las Casuelas Terraza were memorable. Every day the pace was
unhurried.
Months ago we had requested tickets to a taping of The Tonight Show with Jay Leno at the NBC studios in
Burbank. The process is long and regimented. We were there a couple of hours before taping and spent a
long time in line, moving single file to precise instructions from staffers. Our purses were searched and we
had to walk through a metal detector. And yet it was worth it. During Jay’s pre-show chat and photo
session with some audience members, he seemed like a nice, regular guy who loves his job and isn’t
taking anything for granted. I do wish our email confirmation had warned us that the studio temperature
would be sub-Arctic, though, so we could have dressed differently.
Extended quality family time was great. But for most of us, the shopping was even better. Whether it was
bargain hunting at Nordstrom Rack in Burbank, strolling the Thursday night street fair in Palm Springs,
window shopping in the ritzy shops on El Paseo, visiting Macy’s and JC Penney at Westfield Mall, or
browsing the weekend street fair in Palm Desert, there was something for everyone. And there was more
time to shop than I’ve ever had had in my life. That in itself is huge.
And then there was Desert Hills Premium Outlets at Cabazon. We were there on three separate occasions,
and still I didn’t see it all. We all scored some great deals. Since I had lost 40 pounds in the past six
months, my closet needed filling. To bring home a Calvin Klein dress for $27, a Fossil wallet for $20, a
Kenneth Cole watch for $35, and a Liz Claiborne dress for $9 did my heart good. Sweaters, tanks, leopard
flats, burgundy pumps, brown knee-high boots, and so much more: I’ve got clothes to perform marriages
in, clothes to work in, clothes to play in and, oh yeah, clothes to strut in. All I’m taking next time is an
empty suitcase, from where I sit.
Hazel Anaka's first novel is Lucky Dog. Visit her website for more information or follow her on Twitter @anakawrites.
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THE MINDFUL BARD

Wanda Waterman
Books, Music, and Film to Wake Up Your Muse and Help You
Change the World

Film: The Mill and the Cross (2011)
Director: Lech Majewski
Screenwriter: Michael Francis Gibson
Cast: Rutger Hauer, Charlotte Rampling, Michael York
Genre: Art House, International
“He is the great miller of heaven, grinding out the bread of life.”
Nicolaes Jonghelinck in The Mill and the Cross
A Vivid and Poignant Metaphysics
The miller awakes at dawn and extends a great, burly arm
toward his great, burly wife, who rebuffs it with a surly swat.
They’re both swathed head-to-toe in wool and linen, and their bedroom is the rough-hewn wheel room
beneath the windmill.
The miller rises and wakens a servant from his pallet on the floor. The servant starts the long climb up the
steps within the stone mountain to start up the windmill’s blades for the wheat-grinding apparatus below.
He gives a gentle tug, and the great rectangles start to move. The miller below coolly observes the wheels
turning. He then sits down at his table to test the latest batch of flour, carefully rubbing it between his
hands and letting it sift out, smelling it, examining the hue.
The Mill and the Cross is a film based on a painting by 16th-century Flemish painter Pieter Bruegel the
Elder, The Way to Calvary (sometimes referred to as The Procession to Calvary), a magnificent panorama
peopled in typical Bruegel fashion with a novel’s worth of characters, tales, and allusions. If you look
closely enough you can even find the crumpled figure of Jesus, collapsed beneath the cross he’s being
forced to carry.
There’s little speech in the film, meaning less to distract from the spellbinding visuals. The first words
spoken are by Bruegel’s patron, Nicolaes Jonghelinck (played by Michael York), a kind of mouthpiece for
the progressive values typical of both Bruegel and Majewski.
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“I can’t abide by these high-handed manners,” he remarks as he watches the Spanish militia bullying the
peasants. Later we hear Mary talk about her son, and Pieter Bruegel the Elder as he plans the
arrangement of figures, symbols, and perspective in his painting. The only
“The
Jews
then
other words spoken come from the soldiers, in Spanish and without
responded to him,
subtitles, as they cast lots and tussle over the khiton they’ve torn from
‘What sign can you
Jesus.
show us to prove your
It was a marvellous aesthetic achievement for Bruegel to have couched
authority to do all
the suffering of the Flemish of his day in Biblical stories, an
this?’ Jesus answered
accomplishment for which he’s deservedly famous. In The Way to Calvary
them, ‘Destroy this
he depicted Spaniards as Romans and 16th-century Flemish peasants as
temple, and I will raise
Jews. By doing so he safely channelled the reality of the oppression of his
it again in three days.’”
own people into a body of work of enduring artistic value that manifested
John 2:18, 19
an unflinching portrayal of real human suffering.
The meaning of the film is as polysemous as its Biblical subject, so we shouldn’t make the mistake of
claiming that it’s simply a film about the importance of social change. A surreal atmosphere, drawing the
mind deeper into its subterranean levels, obscures the literal meaning of the story. Sure, Jesus is
misquoted and portrayed as little more than a social reformer, but the symbolism of the cross and the mill
are so deep as to be multi-faceted, including messages about power and control, social ties, love,
sexuality, and, most saliently, the world of the transcendent and its interaction with the mundane.
The Mill and the Cross is a long strand of miraculous scenes that will haunt your dreams, a necklace whose
every gem is a wondrous little planet: powerful horses that emerge like Cossack dancers from the misty
plain, a flaxen-haired girl bringing a calf from a stall inside the house and with her husband’s help placing
him in a basket to be taken to market, a painter carefully studying a dew-dotted spider’s web, a small
windmill sitting atop a jagged stone mountain whose phallic shape is totally at odds with the surrounding
landscape . . .
The Flemish in the movie both identify with and repel the Christ just as did
the Jews in the Gospel story, despising the occupation even as they are
willing to use it to further their own ends, and raging against the oppressor
while remaining silent if only to be allowed to go on participating in the
natural cycles of daily life.
The peasants are unusually cavalier about the traumatic events visited on
them, and this adds to the dreamlike atmosphere. The young woman’s
beloved husband is tied to a wheel and impaled for raven-fodder, and she
weeps quietly on the ground. After the crucifixion the peasants dance in a
circle, then wander away spinning their arms, aping the motion of the
windmill.
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The cross has long been seen as a symbol for the intersection of heaven and earth—of the spiritual and
the carnal—with all the terrible suffering and misunderstanding that this meeting entails. The windmill,
which in this particular mythos represents a turning cross, suggests the cyclical nature of human sacrifice.
We can expect that we will be oppressed and that we will suffer. Life goes on, struggles come and go, and
the great sky miller continues grinding out the grain for our bread.
The Mill and the Cross fulfills eight of the Mindful Bard’s criteria for films well worth seeing: 1) it is
authentic, original, and delightful; 2) it poses and admirably responds to questions that have a direct
bearing on my view of existence; 3) it stimulates my mind; 4) it harmoniously unites art with social action,
saving me from both seclusion in an ivory tower and slavery to someone else’s political agenda; 5) it
inspires an awareness of the sanctity of creation; 6) it displays an engagement with and compassionate
response to suffering; 7) it makes me want to be a better artist; and 8) it makes me appreciate that life is
a complex and rare phenomenon, making living a unique opportunity.

CLICK OF THE WRIST

Look Before You Leap

In just a few days, we’ll have to flip our calendars from February to March. It’s no secret that February
flies by too quickly, even in a leap year like 2012. But why is February so much shorter than the other
months? And what’s the story behind leap year, anyway? This week’s links seek out the answers.
All the Rest Have 31
“February hath 28 days,” the old saying goes. But why is the month shorter than any other on the
calendar? This Slate.com article offers some historical answers and theories.
Round the Sun
We all have a loose idea of why we need to add a day to the calendar once every four-ish years—
something to do with the earth, moon, and sun. This New York Times
article sorts it all out and gives some fascinating historical background
on calendar history.
Gimme a Second
Want some further confusion? Over the past few decades, scientists
have realized that we can’t accurately rely on earth’s rotations and
revolutions as a sole determinant of time. That’s because the earth’s
speed is variable, depending on changing mass and even weather
patterns. The result: the more recent practice of adding or subtracting
several seconds each year, if needed. This article from Britain’s National
Maritime Museum explains the science behind it.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS DESK
At Home: Job Failure
There’s nothing more humiliating than attempting a crime, bungling
it, and getting caught. For one wannabe criminal, his incompetence
will earn him jail time—and has made him a laughingstock to
criminals and law-abiding citizens alike.
As The Calgary Sun reports, Darrell Snyder botched three robberies in
13 minutes and is now awaiting sentencing as “the robber who
couldn’t.”
The first attempt was at a convenience store. Snyder, wearing a
bandana to disguise his lower face, “pointed a replica handgun” at
the cashier, but then dissolved into laughter and left without “*making+ any demands.” Next, Snyder
entered a Tim Horton’s; “*when+ a staff member noticed him, he pointed the gun at her and told her it
was a robbery.” She immediately moved to safety and called the police, and Snyder left quickly. Shortly
afterward he made a final attempt, accosting a pedestrian and “*demanding+ he turn over whatever he
had on him.” The would-be victim refused, so Snyder gave up and rode away.
Snyder has since pleaded guilty to “three counts each of robbery, using a firearm during a robbery and
wearing a disguise” and expects to be sentenced to at least 30 months of jail time.

Around the World: Bad Air Day
Air pollution is a continuing problem, and government environmental agencies have created a spectrum
of acceptable pollution levels. But what previously was seen as relatively safe for human health may in
fact be dangerous, new studies suggest.
As The Globe and Mail reports, “two separate studies” show that moderate air pollution levels
significantly increase the risk of heart attacks or strokes.
One study, which surveyed results worldwide, noted that nearly every “major component of air pollution .
. . was associated with an increased risk of heart attacks.” This was the case even when air pollution fell
within WHO recommendations.
The other study noted that “the risk of stroke was about 35 per cent higher on days when the air quality
was classified as moderate compared to good days with lower pollution levels,” study leader Gregory
Wellenius told reporters.
Pollution could trigger heart attacks or strokes because “outdoor air particles can cause inflammation,
change how blood vessels work, increase the chances that platelets in the blood will form a clot, and
disrupt the autonomic nervous system, which is responsible for controlling heart rate and blood
pressure.”
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AUSU UPDATE: FEBRUARY 2012

Bethany Tynes, President
ELECTIONS ARE HERE!
Want to get involved with your fellow AU students? Gain valuable
experience while still serving others? Then AUSU Council might
be the place for you! AUSU holds elections every two years to fill
nine positions on Council. These nine councillors later select from
among themselves an executive group of three (President, VP
External, and VP Finance), and this executive is elected annually.
This year, nominations will be accepted February 6th-20th,
followed by which campaigning will occur February 21st-March
2nd, and voting March 3rd-6th. Elections (including campaigning
and voting) take place entirely online, so you can participate from
virtually anywhere in the world.

What is Council and what’s required?
AUSU exists to serve the undergraduate students of Athabasca University. Some services are directly tangible
to students (such as our handbook/planners, mailed free to students on request), while others are important,
but more behind-the-scenes (such as meeting with the University to voice student concerns). Council is the
body which directs and oversees these efforts, often by creating policies which are then carried out by the
executive group and staff. Councillors help generate ideas and policies, and shouldn’t be confused with
counsellors–councillors do not provide counselling.
Councillors work by phone and email, and need to be able to devote about 2-5 hours per week to Council
work. Council meetings occur by teleconference about once a month, and these meetings are scheduled at the
best possible time for the majority of the group. So while all councillors have input into our meeting times,
they must also be able to be flexible in the event that not everyone’s wishes can be accommodated. Similarly,
we welcome councillors from all over the world (we’ve recently had councillors in the Netherlands and Korea,
as well as across Canada, participate!) but all councillors should be aware of time zone differences, and how
this could affect meeting times in their location.
Councillors need access to reliable Internet and phone connections. We encourage councillors to use land
lines while on teleconference, as this can help reduce background noise, but cell phones may be used if the
sound quality is very clear. If you try to use a cell phone and we can’t hear you, though, you’ll need to make
other arrangements. We also urge councillors not to drive during meetings, and to be at their computer if
possible so that they can easily refer to meeting documents.
Councillors should also have a secure, reliable computer, and be willing to install some necessary software,
including genuine Microsoft Office and Excel (if you don’t have these, we can help you get them, but Open
Office alternatives do not provide adequate functionality for Council work). Councillors must also maintain the
confidentiality of their computer and files, so if the computer is shared, councillors should be prepared to
create their own password-protected account.
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What do current Councillors have to say?
“I truly enjoyed the sense of community on AUSU. I feel as though I was part of something bigger from
interacting with other students, and other members of the AU community. I always got the sense that the
work I was doing with AUSU was positively contributing to other students’ experiences within the
University. While students might not always be able to see the results immediately, AUSU is involved in many
of the positive changes at AU. Sometimes it is something as simple as suggesting changes to the wording of
service standards on the AU . . . website, while other times it can be something more complex, such as
opposing the raising of tuition.”
“It is a lot of work; it is challenging to work with different personalities and cultures through mostly email (and
never face to face). It is also fun and a really great experience.”
“I’d like to emphasize the importance of having passion behind what you do. Passion and determination to
dream and accomplish what you set out for yourselves to achieve . . . Being on council is not nearly as easy as
it may seem. It’s tremendously important to have enough time in your schedule to devote to what is required
of you. So before you put your name forward make sure that you take a good look *at+ what’s going on in your
life, as two years is a big commitment. ”
“I hope that the next Council will continue to foster positive relationships with AU, as well as continue to
improve the services it offers to its student members. Taking the next step in a major website overhaul, as
well as continuing to mail regular newsletters, and the newly implemented e-newsletter would all be services
that would add benefit to AUSU members.”
“I have enjoyed meeting the other councillors, getting to know them, and developing relationships with them
all. I also . . . love the democratic process we use for working with the other councillors through a problem or
issue. While the conversations we have are varied and sometimes involve disagreement, I enjoy the mix of
opinions and viewpoints. I especially look forward to the occasional comment or suggestion made by a
councillor that brings up a side of an issue that I hadn’t considered, opening up my eyes and broadening my
experience overall.”
“Being on council is a great experience. Not only is it fun and interesting, it offers a personal experience, an
opportunity to communicate with fellow students . . . For those who make it onto the next Council, remember
to be patient and avoid feeling overwhelmed. While there is a learning curve, it doesn’t take too long to feel
welcome and a part of an interesting and important process.”

Want to know more?
For all the latest information on elections, and how you can self-nominate for our elections, visit our website!
This column is provided by AUSU to facilitate communication with its members. The Voice does not write or
edit this section; all content has been exclusively and directly provided by AUSU, and any questions or
comments about the material should be directed to ausu@ausu.org.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classifieds are free for AU students! Contact voice@voicemagazine.org for more information.
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